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This submission draws on my background in government, universities and think tanks 
dealing with foreign and security policy, spanning 25 years and including the Department of 
Foreign Affairs and Trade, the Office of National Assessments (now the Office of National 
Intelligence), the Lowy Institute and the Australian National University (ANU). My current 
position, as Head of the National Security College (NSC), provides me with insight regarding 
the requirements of policymakers for external analysis to help them make sense of the world. 
I occupy an unusual role bridging academia, think tanks and policy, a vantage point allowing 
me to identify convergences and differences among these three perspectives.  

My interest in this topic relates to the utility, value and timeliness of intellectual work in 
support of Australia’s national interests in a time of great challenge, contestation and 
uncertainty in our Indo-Pacific strategic environment. I make this submission in a personal 
capacity. My observations do not necessarily reflect the positions or interests of the 
institution I lead (a joint initiative of the Commonwealth Government and the ANU) or of 
this University more broadly. I would welcome the opportunity to speak to this submission. 

 

Interpreting the terms of reference: a larger vision of ‘research into foreign policy’ 

My interpretation of the terms of reference for this inquiry involves a maximalist reading of 
what is meant by ‘research into foreign policy issues’. 

I suggest that ‘foreign policy’ is too narrow a lens. Our country faces an exceptionally 
difficult international environment in which risks to our national interests, values and identity 
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can no longer be neatly compartmentalised into categories such as foreign policy, security 
policy and economic policy. What is needed is a national interest strategy, encompassing the 
protection and advancement of our security, prosperity and social cohesion, rather than the 
more siloed policy approaches favoured in a 20th century model of policymaking.1 
International policy amounts to more than foreign affairs, just as security is more than 
defence. Challenges, opportunities and the development of policy responses do not fall into 
tidy policy boxes, if ever they did: the boundaries between domestic and international policy, 
or security and economic policy, or for that matter technology and social policy, are blurred. 
Thus when I refer to ‘foreign policy research’ in this submission, I also have in mind the 
wider set of issues and challenges involving but not limited to foreign policy and its 
traditional instrument of diplomacy. I will also use other terms such as security policy, 
national interest policy, or simply policy to define the subject matter this inquiry touches. 

Likewise, we need to be creative in reimagining what ‘research’ can mean. The terms of 
reference for this inquiry rightly widen the aperture beyond what academics in the social 
sciences typically define as research: that is, peer-reviewed specialist material prepared 
principally for an audience of other academics and students, to advance the development of 
particular scholarly disciplines and, correspondingly, the professional standing of the authors. 
The terms here go far beyond that narrow definition, to incorporate public understanding of 
relevant policy issues, the need for an inclusive national approach to develop and implement 
policy, and in particular an imperative, as identified in the terms of reference ‘to build the 
knowledge needed to support more effective future foreign policy’. This last point is key. 
Public funding of the advancement and dissemination of knowledge related to national 
interest policy, including foreign policy, is most justified when it has an impact on the quality 
of decisions and outcomes: when it informs and illuminates the difficult choices that the 
country needs to make in an area of challenge, change and finite resources.  

The terms of reference also, quite appropriately, refer to current levels of funding by the 
Australian Government, and the quality and diversity of publicly funded think tanks focused 
on foreign policy. These terms raise their own questions. Current levels of government 
funding will be difficult to measure in aggregate, and should not considered solely to include 
funding through the Foreign Affairs and Trade Portfolio or, for that matter, the Australian 
Research Council (ARC). Likewise, the reference specifically to think tanks may be 
confusing. There is little agreement as to what definitively constitutes a think tank: 
perceptions vary widely. In my view, the proper subject for this inquiry should include all 
institutions outside the bureaucracy that draw on Australian government funding to produce 
publicly available content – not only research but also policy analysis, policy ideas, policy 
advice and public awareness of the issues and international context confronting policymakers.  

In short, I see this inquiry as touching on Australia’s investment in developing knowledge, 
understanding, policy options and national capability for coping with an era of disruption in a 
contested region and world. 

 

 

 
1 Rory Medcalf, ‘Securing Australia in the 2020s,’ Address to the National Press Club, Canberra, 9 December 
2020. 
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Why policy knowledge and insight matter so much now 

Since the end of the Second World War, there has hardly been a time when a dynamic and 
policy-relevant understanding of the world has been more vital to Australia’s security.  

Australia’s national interests, values and identity as a multicultural liberal democracy are 
under intense pressure. The paramount strategic risk involves China’s coercive use of all 
levers of power – including economic weight, military force, and cyber and information 
capabilities – across our Indo-Pacific region. Major transnational risks include the impact of 
the COVID-19 pandemic and climate change. Social cohesion and national qualities of trust 
and tolerance remain under threat from violent extremism. The international order is under 
immense strain, the consensus-building role of multilateral institutions is not a given, the 
reliability of allies and partners has come into question, and the benefits – or the continuation 
– of recent decades of globalisation, peace and order can no longer be taken for granted. 
Great connectedness has brought great vulnerability. Strategic and transnational risks are 
combining and compounding in ways extremely difficult to gauge and anticipate. The 
COVID-19 pandemic is a profound discontinuity with cascading consequences across all 
dimensions of the international system and Australia’s interests. There will likely be more 
such shocks, affecting Australians directly and personally, and raising expectations that 
government will have a policy playbook of effective preparedness and responses. Our 
resilience has only begun to be tested. 

In such a world, Australia’s national interests outweigh our national capabilities. Priorities 
must be set and resources deployed to great efficiency and effect. This places a premium on 
the quality and relevance of the knowledge at our decision-makers’ disposal: the drawing of 
meaning from information. Our national policy-shapers and decision-makers – in national 
and state/territory parliaments, the executive, the bureaucracy and the private sector – need 
the best available analysis and advice to make sense of a difficult international environment 
and options for action. But we also have finite resources to invest: both in taxpayer funds to 
expend and in the time and attention of busy policy-makers.  

Decision-makers need help in making sense of the world. Information alone is not the 
answer: there is plenty of that around already. As my colleagues at the National Security 
College Futures Hub have pointed out, in assessing the future of universities: 

Today we live in a world of information and knowledge abundance. It is estimated that 
around 3 million academic papers are published each year, on top of vastly more publications 
by think tanks, government agencies, media organisations and private individuals. Each one 
of us can access all of these from our desk or the phone in our pocket. The privileged place of 
universities as repositories of information providing unique access to knowledge has 
disappeared … (however) There is value in genuine expertise. To deliver, academics will 
need to articulate expertise in ways that resonate.2 

    

 

 

 
2 Ryan Young, ‘Future Universities: Value for Changing Societies’, Future Insights Paper No. 2, ANU National 
Security College, December 2020. 
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Some guiding principles 

With all that in mind, I offer some guiding principles for how the Australian taxpayer can get 
better value from resourcing what should be a coordinated national enterprise. 

The funding of policy research should be a national priority not a luxury: The executive, 
policy bureaucracy, parliamentarians and opinion-makers can benefit greatly from quality 
external research and ideas. Although government agencies produce a wealth of analysis and 
advice, they are typically subject to the pressures of the day: responding to fast-moving issues 
and crises, adjusting to political expectations, or for much of the bureaucracy focused on 
policy implementation and operational functions. They typically welcome external inputs that 
are cogent, timely, relevant, forthright and succinct. There is an overwhelming wealth of 
publicly available (‘open source’) material that government could further draw upon in its 
intelligence assessments and policy decisions, provided this can be synthesised and analysed 
in time to be useful. Moreover, parliamentarians who lack access to classified government 
assessments have a need for multiple avenues of reliable, forward-looking analysis of 
international and policy issues. This all adds up to an argument for more policy research 
funding, not less. But it must be used effectively and accountably. 

A greater degree of coordination would be valuable: Currently, the impact of government-
funded policy research in Australia amounts to less than the sum of its parts. If the committee 
had time and scope, it would be educational to see its best effort to map the resources the 
Australian Government provides directly to policy research, through many departments, 
agencies and competitive grant-making bodies. Typically, within any one department there 
may be reasonable awareness of the many, often small, projects being funded by different 
divisions and branches. But there is little in the way of whole-of-government visibility and 
coordination of such expenditure or ability to access the knowledge generated. Just as the 
machinery of government is struggling to come to terms with overlapping portfolio 
responsibilities for emerging issues, so too is it unhelpful to continue to treat policy research 
as being portfolio-specific. The national interest would benefit from mechanisms to monitor 
and where possible coordinate external policy research funding across the whole-of-
government. Such a survey could also factor in the broader support for research provided by 
Government through major grants to universities, and how universities demonstrate the way 
such funding supports policy-oriented research. Some significant reporting and self-appraisal 
has been done by universities in this regard in recent years, and this merits greater awareness. 

Public funding for policy research brings national interest responsibilities: There is not one 
permanent or rigid interpretation of the national interest, and nor should there be. Official 
definitions of the national interest will continue to adjust according to the changing 
international environment and the choices of the elected government of the day, and will be 
tested through scrutiny by the Opposition and the public debate. Likewise, applicants for and 
recipients of public funding on foreign and security policy issues should reasonably be 
expected to provide a case for the national-interest relevance of their work, in terms of how 
they can defensibly define the national interest. This is not about sidelining academic 
independence and associated freedoms of inquiry and expression: rather it is about 
responsibility, relevance and openness. 

There is a need for broad unity of purpose, division of effort and mutual respect: Universities 
and think tanks should focus on how they can complement rather than compete with, or 
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worse still denigrate, each other’s contributions to public policy and the national interest. It is 
unhelpful for different institutions, or types of institution, to do special pleading for their own 
kind of research, if in so doing they are dismissive of the contributions that others make. 

It is worth clarifying here the distinct purposes and potential of think tanks and universities. 
A think tank’s principal mission is to inform and influence policy, as an independent or semi-
independent institution. In this regard, some think tanks have, or are rightly or wrongly 
perceived to have, a particular ‘line’ while others openly pride themselves on reflecting a 
wide range of views. Think tanks are much smaller and more agile institutions than 
universities. Think tank analysts typically combine policy, communication and research 
skills. Their job security involves constant appraisal of the policy relevance and impact of 
their output, and their ability to attract funding. 

Universities, on the other hand, are vastly larger institutions whose mission has many parts. 
This includes academic teaching as well as research. Moreover, universities play a vital and 
respected role not only in generating research as such, but the adaptable skills and critical 
thinking required for researching and understanding complex problems, in the public and 
private sector (including, for that matter, in think tanks). That said, it needs to be 
acknowledged that many academics see the bulk of their research as ‘pure’, with policy 
relevance (or indeed commercialisation) a secondary consideration. While some academics 
choose to engage with policy, many – even in seemingly relevant disciplines – do not, and 
have few career incentives to do so. Academic promotion and advancement in most 
Australian universities remains tied primarily to academic publications of the kind 
policymakers rarely read, and secondarily to teaching and university ‘service’ (which has 
only recently begun to be interpreted as including policy ‘impact’, broadly defined.) While 
academics have traditionally had greater job security than think tank analysts, this story is 
changing with the impact of the COVID-19 financial shock to universities, the effects of 
which will include greater pressure on academics to concentrate on teaching. Thus while 
universities may have much greater potential than think tanks to support policy through their 
deep bench of resident expertise, they typically devote only a small fraction of that capacity 
to this end.  

Think tanks arose – for instance in 20th century America and early 21st century Australia – 
precisely because universities were not meeting the urgent needs of government in making 
policy-relevant sense of a dynamic world. Much of the impact of think tanks on certain policy 
issues in Australia in recent years has come about in part because, focused on priorities other 
than policy relevance, universities were leaving gaps. Prime examples here are contemporary 
or forward-looking security research and analysis on China’s strategic behaviour, the Indo-
Pacific security environment, and critical technologies including cyber. Such material often 
requires academically unorthodox approaches: timely and provisional judgements applying 
expertise to currently available data. The Australian Strategic Policy Institute (ASPI), for 
instance, has produced globally important work in this regard. Some academics also make 
important contributions on contemporary security and foreign policy issues relevant to 
Australia’s interests, but typically by publishing in non-academic formats, in partnership with 
think tanks, or through relatively new think tank-style institutions within universities. 

If universities want to match think tank influence on policy, they have the means to do so. 
This should involve treating academic research as part of a continuum of activity, which 
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includes, as a matter of course, the translation of academic research into highly accessible 
material designed to inform policy. Indeed, part of the university response to the rise of think 
tanks has been, sensibly, not to condemn them but to co-opt them: to accept think tank-style 
units within universities, often semi-autonomous and with the support of seed funding from 
government. These units work best when they respect and incorporate the expertise both of 
academics and policy practitioners. At their best, and provided their university host allows 
sufficient autonomy, they can blend the advantages of university and think tank, offering a 
trusted venue for academics from many disciplines to engage with government in designing 
or presenting their most policy-relevant work. Successful examples of this hybrid approach – 
such as the Perth USAsia Centre or the ANU National Security College – can show a path 
beyond unhelpful rivalry between different types of institutions. 

For the record, the National Security College receives funding from multiple sources, 
primarily a wide range of Commonwealth Government agencies. This covers an array of 
activities and outputs with the overall purpose of building national capability. These include 
executive education, futures analysis, strategic dialogue, public engagement and policy-
oriented research. 

We need to think differently about what constitutes quality research: It is counterproductive 
for universities and think tanks to go out of their way to criticise each other’s standards for 
quality. Such energies would be better directed to constant review and improvement of one’s 
own arrangements for policy relevance and quality control. The important consideration is 
that publicly-funded research should involve transparent and credible quality control, and this 
will vary according to the material. An insistence that the 20th century convention of 
academic peer review is the only, or indeed the most appropriate, form of quality control for 
contemporary policy research misses some key considerations that a policy audience will 
have in mind. Academic peer review typically involves the ‘blind’ assessment of a finished 
draft by two or three academics from related disciplines. Levels of rigour vary from editor to 
editor and journal to journal, although they can be highly demanding. 

From my experience, a good think tank – or think-tank like unit within a university – can 
offer a different kind of rigour, more suited to the needs of policy. Universities should be 
encouraged to consider this more blended approach to quality control, involving direct 
consultation with policymakers at the early stage of framing research questions (with a focus 
on the ‘so what?’), road-testing analytical judgements with a wide range of practitioner and 
expert voices, and final review involving both academic and policy experts. Moreover, 
scholars can benefit from making increased use of more immediate and accessible platforms 
to present their knowledge than the old model of paywalled specialist journals and overpriced 
academic books. This is the approach, for instance, in the National Security College’s 
flagship series of Policy Options Papers, which distil academic and policy expertise into 
aggressively edited documents in everyday language. These have up-front practical 
recommendations and analytical judgements, drafted in a way to capture the attention of busy 
policy leaders and opinion-makers. Our Policy Options Papers showcase and synthesise 
expertise from many backgrounds across my University – and beyond – in ways that convert 
deep research into tangible policy impact. This is true to the founding vision of the Australian 
National University in 1946 as a capability – and indeed a capability multiplier – for a nation 
in a challenging world. 
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Funding should involve obligations for institutions – and individual researchers – to 
collaborate: There are obvious benefits to letting a multitude of analytical flowers bloom. 
Original insights and research findings will continue to emerge from the endeavours of 
individual specialist academics, analysts and public intellectuals, sometimes unrelated to 
formal public research funding arrangements. Australia has a limited tradition of private 
philanthropy of corporate sponsorship of public policy research – the Lowy Institute being 
the most prominent and generous exception. Much more needs to be encouraged in this 
direction, and government has a role to play in creating incentives for such private sector 
‘giving back’ to the national interest.   

The tough times ahead will demand a greater unity of national effort. Government would be 
well-advised to concentrate and coordinate its funding of external policy research and related 
activity. The challenge is to develop a model that encourages rapid concentration and 
collaboration of effort, across multiple institutions (and kinds of institutions), disciplines and 
experts. China, COVID (and future pandemics), and climate are three profound problems 
confronting Australia. Each of these, and other prospective future risks (such as war or 
warlike shocks, energy insecurity, fragile supply chains, critical technologies, disinformation, 
and failures of social cohesion and national resilience), should warrant a strategic national 
research effort, bringing together universities, think tanks, government (at all levels), the 
private sector, civil society and trusted international partners. In some of these areas, major 
endeavours are underway: for instance Cooperative Research Centres (notably on cyber and 
data) and ARC Centres of Excellence.  

But what is also needed is a model and a set of incentives that encourage maximum agility in 
anticipating or responding to national policy imperatives as they change, and that prioritise 
those over more academic priorities. We cannot afford a model of ‘fund and forget’: there 
ought to be an expectation for engagement between researchers and policy makers at each 
stage of activity, and if necessary recalibration of long-term projects to account for a 
changing world. Even smaller funding programs – such as the Strategic Policy grants 
program administered by the Department of Defence – work best when they privilege 
collaborations across institutions and disciplines, rather than siloed activities or personal 
projects. (In this regard, I should declare being part of a Defence-funded ANU project on 
Geoeconomics – including the very pressing topic of economic coercion – which is already 
delivering policy-oriented analyses and proposals.) 

Likewise, the impact of the National Security College depends overwhelmingly on our 
ability, as a trusted gateway or meeting place, to leverage expertise from many disciplines 
and institutions. Academics, think tank experts, policymakers, intelligence analysts, 
journalists, academics, business executives and civil society leaders: all have only one part of 
the picture. Harnessing integrated insight for the national interest is what Australia needs 
now, and funding can be especially effective when directed to that end. In an era of 
geopolitical contest and challenge, and amid tight resourcing, business as usual is no longer 
an option for the national policy research effort.  

   

 


